
ANOTHER WAY TO MAKE MONEY Outside of donating
plasma Noah Tobias spends his time working in the
Broadcasting Department. (Photo provided by Noah

BECKER TO BIOLIFE:  Charlie Lowery, a plasma donor, at Becker Hall holds BioLife pamphlets
with information about donating  plasma. (Photo by Rebecca Malott)

Plasma for a Penny

Some students at Huntington University have found a seemingly simple solution to

earning money while attending school. Those who believe in the idea say it takes little

time and effort while saving lives in the process. But others question the ethics of the

practice or disagree with the term “donate.

[Music enters at full volume: “Hanging Around” Oscar Lo Brutto 3 seconds]

[Intro]

TAYLOR HAYWOOD: [Music fades lower] From ramen noodles to loans and anywhere in-

between. More o en than not, college students are notorious for their lack of funds. But

some students on the campus of Huntington University began thinking out of the ordinary

and came up with a way to get money—by selling a piece of themselves. [Music increases

volume] But only a handful of students donate their plasma for extra spending cash.

Rebecca Malott has the story about Charlie Lowery and Noah Tobias and their experience

donating plasma. [Music at full volume then fades out a er 2 seconds]

NOAH TOBIAS: I donate plasma. Because

it’s really a simple way to make money.

https://www.dewolfemusic.com/SEO/SEOList.php?type=2&id=1433


Tobias)

CELEBRATION: Charlie Lowery uses his extra
spending cash, earned from plasma donation,

when visited the beach. (Photo provided by
Charley Lowery)

And it’s actually kind of interesting

because a lot of people really count on

BioLife for a lot of their money.

REBECCA MALOTT:  That is Noah Tobias, a

junior broadcasting major who donates

plasma regularly. College students are

o en stereotyped as being “broke.” But

there are many ways for students to earn money at HU. Some work in the library or copy

edit for The Huntingtonian. An unusual trend for students to earn money is by selling

their plasma. Out of 50 HU students in

a convenience survey, eight said they

donate regularly.  Plasma donation

has taken root in college

students. Some think selling plasma is

a quick and easy way to make money. 

The payments are put onto a special

debit card and the amounts earned

change depending on how o en the donor donates along with what days they donate.  So

why does donating plasma get such a bad rap? Most against donating plasma don’t know

about the process or requirements that are involved in donating. Some even fear that it is

unsanitary.  Charlie Lowery, a lm student, explains how thorough Biolife, a plasma

donation center, is to approve a donor.

CHARLIE LOWERY: They test your blood. They weigh you, they take your blood pressure

just making sure you’re in good health  um to

donate. And make sure you that you have enough

protein.

MALOTT: The list of requirements for donors goes

on revealing the carefulness behind the approval

process. If a donor’s blood pressure or proteins are

too low, they are turned away from donating. But

they are encouraged to return when their levels are



back to normal. Other conditions can eliminate the

opportunity to donate.

TOBIAS: I’m not allowed to actually give plasma right now until August, because August of

2018 I actually got a tattoo here in Indiana. But as soon as that hits, I am gonna go back in

and I’m going to start making money again.

MALOTT: Ink and metals can weaken the immune

system. Dirty tattoo needles can carry traces of

hepatitis B, C, or HIV. In order to donate plasma

without waiting a year for the immune system to

return to normal, tattoo parlors need to follow

special regulations. The clean needle classi cation

is not always enforced or regulated in Indiana

tattoo parlors. Even though Tobias knows his tattoo

was done with a fresh needle from a sealed

package, he still cannot donate because the state

does not meet the nationwide clean needle

standards. Donating plasma is attractive to college

students because it is both convenient and simple. They just get in the car and go.

TOBIAS: The closest donation facility for me, uh, is in Fort Wayne. It’s basically right by

Jefferson Pointe so, um, probably about twenty- ve minutes. I started, uh, tag teaming

with, uh, different people in Livingston when I lived there, uh like, he would drive one

time and then I would try the next time, uh, so we would save on gas money too so we

could make even more money.

LOWERY: They rub some sort of substance on your arm and then they poke you and then

you donate you just, um, pump your arm like you’re waving and you do that for about

forty- ve minutes and then you’re done.

MALOTT: Lowery put it into the terms of the donor, but for the Biolife employees the

process of separating the plasma from the blood stream is more complicated. A er the

patient is pricked with the needle their blood ows through a machine that follows the

Plasmaphersis process, separating the plasma from the blood. It also lters out any

antibodies that may be in the plasma. The plasma is then sent through a separate tube and



NEEDLE POINT: Nurses wrapped
Lowery’s arm a er rubbing iodine
over the needle mark. (Photo by

Charlie Lowery)

into a donation packet. The blood continues down another

tube and enters back into the body. Mike Mikinney, the

general manager at BioLife, explains in an email interview

that once the donation is complete, the disposable

equipment is discarded and then replaced with new

materials for the next donation. These steps help ensure the

safety of the donor and protect the recipients. BioLife and

other donation facilities prove that through excellent

service they ensure the safety of their donors and the

patients who receive the life-saving plasma. Jerry Berghoff a

contractor from Havel Brothers that is hired through

BioLife to work on their freezers, where they store plasma.

JERRY BERGHOFF: I believe that the plasma donation is

safe. I see a lot of people come in and try to sign up for

donations, uh, not all of them pass their criteria. So it

makes me think that they de nitely do a lot of screening to

make sure that the plasma is good quality. I also can tell you

that they audit their product regularly.

MALOTT: Though donating plasma is considered safe by some it still gets a bad rap for

using the term donating. Donating is willingly gi ing something to another person

without compensation.  The article The Twisted Business of Donating Plasma follows

journalist Darryl Lorenzo Wellington’s experience a er “donating” plasma. Wellington

points out the contradiction in the message on a sign he read as he received his physical

before the donation. It read in all caps: NO PAYMENT UNLESS DONATION IS

COMPLETED. If the person giving plasma is receiving pay from the transaction how can it

be labeled as a donation? Throughout his writing he states that he was unhappy with the

process and faced health risks far greater than feeling a little fatigue, like the clincalist had

warned him. He became unable to walk and passed out for 5 hours. Even students who

believe giving plasma is safe agree that “plasma donation” is not an accurate naming

convention if the giver is receiving compensations. Noah Tobias reacts strongly to the

term donating.

TOBIAS: With the ethics behind donating plasma quote quote, um, really it’s not donating,

https://www.theatlantic.com/health/archive/2014/05/blood-money-the-twisted-business-of-donating-plasma/362012/


uh, it really isn’t.

MALOTT: Mike Mikinney states that it is BioLife’s mission is to provide the highest-quality

plasma to meet the expectations of their customers, and ensuring the availability of life-

saving opportunity for patients. It is true that students are donating their plasma for

money, but on the other hand donating bene ts students in other ways too. In order for a

student to donate they have to follow a strict health regimen, keeping students exercising,

eating, and hydrating.

LOWERY: But in the grand scheme of things, uh, it actually helped save lives.

MALOTT: Reporting for the Huntingtonian, I’m Becca Malott.

https://rebeccaamalott892772801.wordpress.com/finished-feature-story/?share=twitter
https://rebeccaamalott892772801.wordpress.com/finished-feature-story/?share=facebook
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